
AESTHETICS
Sensual impact
Libra by Albergrass produces an amazingly real visual effect thanks to its 
perfectly-balanced combination of three shades of green: moss green, lime green and 
the mint green of the thatch layer.

This variation in tone creates an authentic vibrant natural grass look. A luxurious 
pleasure for the senses.

RECOVERY
It always keeps it shape
Libra by Albergrass synthetic grass is produced with a centre filament. This feature 
allows it to stand upright and to recover quickly after use, retaining its pleasant soft feel 
compared with other products of a more linear structure.

SENSATIONS
A pleasure to the touch
A garden is to enjoy. To relax your gaze and your spirit. To share with your loved ones. 
Or perhaps not. Perhaps it is for pleasantly lifting your mood when you are alone. Libra 
grass is so soft to touch that you will feel the urge to stroke it. Its soft, lush texture invites 
you to walk on it barefoot. And its dense 38mm pile height makes it soft and springy 
under foot. It is a pleasure to the touch.

RECOMMENDED USES
Garden

Around pools

Events

Corporate gardens

Attics, terraces and courtyards

Green areas and Urbanism

Canal Contract

Kindergartens

Libra
The balance
of elegance

Recommended SuitableHighly recommended



Libra

* +/- 10%

38 mm

18.898 p/m²

Albergrass is the first company in this sector to obtain the distinctive OEC: Spanish Origin 
Certificate. This label certifies the Spanish origin of the Albergrass Libra lawn. To achieve this 
seal of approval OEC conducts a thorough audit to ensure that the production process is 
carried out in Spain.

One way to check the quality of the lawn is looking at the finish, the back. That's where 
everything is united, and so it is important not to bend and jump requebraje. Only a quality 
latex, such as that used Albergrass allows that everything is connected with high strength 
and flexibility without cracking or breaking.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Properties Specifications

GUARANTEES
Our commitment: three written guarantees

1 We guarantee that Libra will keep its colour for at least eight years, but that’s not because
we have some kind of magic potion. It is because we have done research and selected the best 

fibres for the products we manufacture. We manufacture with high performance raw materials that 
withstand the effects of UVA light. What's more, if you follow the maintenance instructions your grass 
will stay in tip-top conditions for even longer. 

2We guarantee that Libra by Albergrass has been classed as Dfl-s1 in fire-retardant
tests for fire resistant flooring according to UNE EN 13501-12007. What does that 

mean? It means that the grass you are buying has passed rigorous fire-retardant tests to 
ensure that it is safe and offers excellent protection.

3 We guarantee that our products are Made in Spain. The demanding Spanish Certificate of Origin
proves it.
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Instant Recovery®

Feelgood®

Natural look®

Coverage

Softness tact

Recovery

Trodden softness

Use intensity

8
years

WARRANTY

a brand new garden
every morning
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